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The fundamental assumption underlying statistical 
Mechanics is that for dynamical systems of physical interest 
time averages are equal to ensemble averages coaputed with 
the Cibbs (microcanonical) measure. That is, consider an isolated 
dynamical system with canonical variables ^q\ and Sp} 
and Haailtonian H( ^q) , {p} ) and some observable 
0( \.<i\ , ±p) )• The tiae average is defined as 

o 
where J «U J » |P»} * r e t n e initial conditions in phase space. 
The aicrocanonical ensemble average is defined as 

(2) 

Here Z is the partition function and I have assumed for simplici
ty that the dynamics is such that the only conserved quantity 
is the energy. For dynamical systems of physical interest it 
is assumed that 

i ™^ am* 
For dynamical systems with a finite .number of degrees of free
dom the existence of the KAM. theorem \l J iaplies that in 
the generic case ,,equ.(3) is not obeyed MS J . I n the present 
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note I would like to argue that it cannot be obeyed also in 
a large class of local relativistlc field theories. 

As an example I consider a field theory in d-dimensions 
described by the Lagrangian 

The classical field *f (x,t) is restricted to be real and 
the speed of light C chosen to be unity. 

.TX is some finite domain and the boundary conditions 
are such that the equation of motion. 

implies the conservation of the anersy 

In general other quantities may be conserved. We shall assume 
that the interaction V( «f ) and the boundary conditions' are 
such that H.' is the only conserved quantity. This assumption 
simplifies the calculation of microcanonicat averages by eliminat
ing other possible y -functions in equ.(2). 

It is convenient to consider the Linear operator 

t« -$*+y ( 7 ) 
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and its eigenvalue proble» on Xi • 

with 

(9) 

£1 
The conpletness of \ U.'jÇ I *'J 

22 cJL̂ ci?) UL^CX*)» 6l*-T) do 

allows the representation 

In this representation the dynamics becoaes : 

(12) 

(13) 

Û* '" ?* (14) 

?* = ">*** - ^ as, 
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Hicrocanonical averages are given by 

An immediate consequence of this formula is that 

i_ p.» f 6.) is independent of "n* • 

I shall now indicate that for certain interactions V( *f ) 
the asymptotic values of the tine average values of the sane 
quantities 

(17) 

<!81 

are not independent of "!f , hence violate the fundamental 
assumption equ.<3>- To that end let 

VCt) - à - W l f _ < 1 9 » 
with ^ > ° ond p some integer pj»3 . Expressed in terns 
of ^(Xj^the potential (see eqs.(!2) and (l3»becomes 

with 

H/.^ - J^ U 4 *«^' , " t t l l t W ' (2 , ) 
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s 
It is important to notice that 

since it implies that in equ.(20) there are only (p-1) summa-
tions. 

Ve are now ready for the main argument ; consider 
some smooth initial configuration of finite energy. Since the 
energy is conserved and a sum of semi-positive terms, each 
term in equ.(13) must start and remain finite at all times. 
Assuming smooth dependence in "n1 for OL^Cti (see Comment 
1), we obtain the following bounds for \TT\-» •• : 

S: '%P'<- =» \-HK\<e\* \ ' i" t ( 2 3 ) 

T ^ < » s^ \a«\<ClVtt\ (24) 

We notice that for d at 2 any p , condition (24) is more 
restrictive than (25). For d» 3 (24) is more restrictive If 
p <. 6 and for d«4 only for p < 4 • For d > 4 condition 
(25) is more restrictive than (24). let us call those cases 
controlled by (24) super-renormalizable, those by (25) non-
renormalixable and the border ones renormalizable. 
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Since our' bounds in \"f\ are valid for any time, 
we can bound also the terms in equs.(l4) and (IS). For super-
renormalizable cases' using equ.(24) we obtain : 

(26) 

~M. i 3A v 914.-2.). 

(27) 

Therefore for super-renormalizable cases for \n \ — « 

\«L \ <* \ X* t \ (281 
A. 

That says that for super-renormalizable cases the modes with 
suffic 
modes 
sufficiently high \u\ are essentially harmonic. For harmonic 

where- E-» is. the energy in the n-th mode. This quantity 
is "n* dependent, not as the one in equ.(l7). Hence for supcr-
renormal liable cases the ergodic hypothesis cqu.(.l) does not 
hold true. 
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Co—enta 

1) The verification of the ergodic hypothesis equ.(3) 
is meaningful only if the equation of motion has a global solution 
in time. For equ.(5) with the potential in (19) and X I -
f^ the existence of a global (strong) solution has been 

proved precisely for those values of p and d which 1 called 
supcr-rcnormalizable f 3 j . I n these cases it is known that 
C"*(R* ) initial conditions produce a unique C — ( R ) solution 
<f(x,t) for all t . It is easy to verify that the results 
remain valid if Si. is finite and the boundary conditions such 
that L in equ.(7) is self-adjoint, as 1 have assumed. The 
smoothness can be used to verify that the bounds in equs.(23)-
(25) must hold for all t for the super-renormalizable cases. 
For such cases it can also be shwon f 4 1 that 

"un. k**. •» Ci.*. Lm. 
as 1 have cavalierly assumed in writing equ.(29). 

2) For the renormal liable and non-renormalixable 
cases it is not known that (strong) global solutions exist 
for all initial data. For Si. - R it is known that (strong) 
global solutions exist if the initial data are small enough 
[ 5 J • Intuitively what happens is this : for sufficiently 

small «f(x*,0) 

f \*&,0)\' «Z. £ \*&t°) L*C*,0>\ ̂  (30) 
In an infinite domain there is dispersion which tends to diminish 
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amplitude of the field, thua Making .the non-linear interaction 
even weaker. ' In that case at high \n\ the motion starts and 
remains harmonic for all t . For a finite doaain -£1 there 
is no dispersion, hence the existence of (strong) global solutions 
even for snail initial data does not see» guaranteed. 

assuming (strong) global solutions exist for renormali-
zable or non-renormalizable' caaes, would they obey equ.(3)? 
I do not know, but I find it unlikely for the following reason; 
for ^ 4 r V t ( T ) ^ t 0 become independent of n I would expect 
all modes Tt to be strongly coupled. But the power flowing 
into the If-th node is bounded as \%l -» oe 

hence it goes to zero as In 1-» «o . 

3) The argument about the Impossibility of realising ' 
the ergodic hypothesis equ.(3) for the super-renormalizable ', 
non-linear Klein-Cordon equation relies only on the existence ' 
of a conserved energy which is a sum of semi-positive terms. 
It can therefore be generalized to any other local, relativistic 
field theory with similar properties, such as scalar electrodyna
mics or pure Yang-Hills in 3-dimensions |_ 6 J . Numerical studies 
(_7 J corroborate this statement. 

4). I have used the names super and non-renoraalizable 
inspired by quantum field theory. The analogy though is superficial 
as it can be seen by considering the Sine-Cordon equation for 
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d>3i4> As a quantum field theory it is non-renormalizable. 
As a. classical field theory it has the same properties as the 
super-renormalizable Klein-Gordon cases 5 . A t high VnV 
thé non-linearity is weak and the modes become harmonic. 

5) It is commonly accepted that intcgrable systems 
are exceptional. I think systems for which the fundamental 
assumption of statistical mechanics equ..(3) is realized dynamically 
may be even more exceptional. In particular is there any relativis-
tic local field theory far which the hypothesis is true ? 
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